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No Way Back Chapter 411-Shaun Luther got out of the driver’s seat and casually threw 
the key to the valet who was waiting at the reception. He personally opened the door for 
Jane and Liliana, who were sitting in the back of the car. 

“Queen, I heard that Cloudnine Restaurant has a new chef who’s researching French 
cuisine. It tastes really good, so I brought the both of you here to try the food. I’m so 
good to you, 

aren’t I?” 

“It’s a pity that Marlon and Marquise weren’t able to join us because something came up 
at the very last minute. It’s their loss that they won’t be able to taste such delicious food 
tonight.” 

Shaun tried his best to please Jane. 

Jane got out of the car and put her hands in her pockets. She raised his eyebrows and 
looked at Shaun. “Don’t think that just because you’re fawning over me, you’re 
exempted from my test. The four of you have been training with Mr. Lourd in Rheinsville 
for so long. You must have learned a lot this time. If you can’t complete the next difficult 
test that I come up with, you’ll have to bear the consequences.” 

skills “Oh, my dear Queen, I’m not afraid of your tests at all. Now that I’ve been honing 
my with you and so many other prominent figures, I feel like I’ve reached a higher level! 
I’m only being so attentive because of my admiration for you.” 

Shaun rubbed his hands, looking aggrieved. He looked at Jane bitterly. 

He thought to himself, “Hmph, you ****. You don’t understand my feelings at all. How 
could you accuse me of deliberately trying to curry favor in order to avoid being tested? 
How heartbreaking!” 

“Looks like you’re full of confidence this time. Very good. If you don’t complete the next 
test, Shaun Luther, I’ll make you run two miles around the base, fully nude.” 

As soon as these words were spoken, Shuan instantly felt like he had been struck by a 
bolt. of lightning. His brain felt charred and he could not think. 

Liliana held Jane’s arm and said with a smile, “Hahaha! Queen, this is a good 
suggestion!” 

Shaun looked like he wanted to cry but he had no tears. “Um… You don’t have to go so 
far, do you? You’re not going to deliberately come up with difficult questions in order to 
test me and see me make a *****out of myself, right?” 



Although Shaun was very confident in his current strength, he had also made a solemn 
vow in front of Jane earlier. 

If he failed the next test, he would have to run around the base in a fully nude state. 

As the young and handsome heir of the Luther family, Shaun knew that he would 
definitely attract the attention of paparazzi and news of him running ****around the base 
would break the internet. 

If that happened, not only would Shaun feel completely humiliated, he was sure that his 
family members would strangle him to death. 
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“No, the questions for the four of you are the same as before. I treat everyone equally.” 

Shaun patted his chest. “Phew. That’s good. Queen, I’m already ***prepared. Feel free 
to come up with the questions!” 

The group chatted and laughed as they entered the elevator and arrived at the top floor, 
where Cloudnine Restaurant was. 

When the receptionist saw Shaun Luther, he immediately bowed respectfully. “Mr. 
Luther, the table you want has been reserved for you. It’s Table 21 in Zone C. May I 
know if you would like the food to be served now?” 

“Of course. I’m starving.” 

Jane and the others had just arrived at their table. They were about to take their seats. 

Suddenly, the sound of glass hitting the ground and shattering into pieces was heard. 

It was defeaning. 

“Jane… Jane! Why are you here?!” 

A voice drifted over. 

Jane turned around mechanically and saw Madelyn standing behind her in surprise. 

Jane was speechless. 

She thought to herself, “Should I have checked my horoscope predictions before 
leaving the house today?” 

“How could something so unlucky happen to me?” 



She had encountered Madelyn twice in a row. 

The first time was at the teahouse. 

The second time was at Cloudnine Restaurant. 

Jane thought to herself, “Oh my God!” 

“If Madelyn is here, does that mean the rest of the Fowler family is also here?” 

“What happened?” 

Upon hearing the sound of glass shattering, Jack felt the obligation to come and check 
on Madelyn no matter how reluctant he was. He needed to see if she had gotten herself 
into any kind of trouble. 

Jack’s eyes widened when he saw Jane. “It’s you… Jane…” 

Jane wanted to facepalm. 

Speak of the devil indeed. 

Her worst fear had come true. 

Shaun knew that the complicated relationship between Jane and the Fowlers was not 
something he could interfere with. At this ***, he could only stand by Jane’s side with a 
cold expression, and serve as her pillar of support. 

It was as though he was saying that as long as Jane wanted it, he would pounce 
forward. and fight the other party to death. 
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“Uncle Jack…” 

Liliana did not expect to meet the Fowlers here. 

She thought to herself, “What a coincidence.” 

“This is really an ill-fated relationship.” 

“It must be so awkward for Jane.” 

“Liliana, you’re here too?” 

At this ***, Jack’s gaze changed. 



Liliana, who was part of the Fowler family and also Jane’s cousin, was standing closely 

beside her. 

They looked more like sisters than cousins. 

Jack thought to himself, “It seems that Jane isn’t denying her bloodline.” 

“After all, she’s on good terms with Liliana, who is also a Fowler.” 

“The only people that Jane are denying are her biological parents who gave her life and 
her brothers, who share her blood too.” 

“Still…” 

“It’s my fault that things became what they are today.” 

No one could blame Jane for the state of things. The Fowlers could only blame 
themselves for their *******in the past. 

Jack looked at Jane and the rest with a complicated gaze. When he noticed the 
coldness in Jane’s eyes and recalled the humiliation from that night, he silently turned 
his head. “Let’s go back.” 

“Dad, but Janie is still here…” 

Madelyn acted as if she had not expected Jack’s behavior. 

In fact, her mind was racing as she secretly rejoiced. 

Jack’s behavior must mean that he had completely given up on rekindling his 
relationship 

with Jane. 

If that was the case, it was impossible for Jane to return to the Fowler family no matter 
how much guilt they felt toward her. 

Jack opened his ***and was about to say something. 

“Don’t ruin my appetite. You ******people should go back to Zone B, where you’re 
seated.” 

Jane’s ****words were like sharp knives stabbing Jack’s heart. 

“Shaun, Liliana, let’s ignore them and go to our table.” 



“Okay…” 

Seeing this, Liliana could only sigh softly. 

Even though Liliana was part of the Fowler family, she felt extremely awkward at this 

****. 
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Liliana could not isolate herself from her Uncle Jack’s family because she was his 
biological niece and he had pampered her since she was young. 

But she still chose to unwaveringly support Jane’s decision. 

It wasn’t just because Jane was the person who had changed her life completely and 
been the light in the darkness. 

The key reason was that it was indeed the Fowler family that had hurt Jane so much in 
the past. They had hurt her too much, and even Liliana felt that Uncle Jack’s family had 
gone too far. 

Now that Jack regretted his actions, he could only ask for forgiveness. However, it was 
up to Jane whether she wanted to forgive him or not. No one could interfere in this 
decision. 

“Daddy…” 

Madelyn gazed at Jack with pain. 

Jack did not respond. He just wanted to leave as soon as possible. 

The more Jack sensed Jane’s indifference toward him and his family, the more his heart 
ached. He felt like he could barely breathe. 

The joy he felt coming to Cloudnine Restaurant to eat with his family had disappeared 

without a trace. 

Right now, Jack only wanted to escape from the space where Jane existed. He also did 
not want the rest of his family to see Jane here. 

And yet. 

Jack’s worst fears had come true. 



“Jack… Are you… Jane Fowler?!” 
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No Way Back Chapter 412-Jack’s worst fear had come true. 

He watched as Aaron pushed Anna’s wheelchair toward them. 

Jack’s heart skipped a beat. He quickly went forward to distract Anna and ignored Jane, 
who was behind him. “Honey, why are you here?” 

“Jack, I thought that you and Maddie were arguing with someone. I was really worried 
since you guys hadn’t returned, so I came over to take a look… Wait! You’re Jane 
Fowler, right?” 

Jack was still a step too late. 

Anna had seen Jane. 

Even Jack’s breathing had become hurried. 

It was as if he could not believe what he was seeing. 

When Aaron saw Jane, he could not help but grip the handles of the wheelchair tightly. 

He lowered his head, not daring to look at Jane. 

As soon as Aaron saw Jane, he was reminded of the pain that had been caused by her 
ruthlessness. 

A huge wave of negative emotions engulfed Aaron, and he felt like he was on the verge 
of losing control. 

“Jack, I want you and your family to get out of my sight immediately. Don’t make me say 
it a 

second time!” 

Jane narrowed her eyes, exuding a dangerous aura. 

Jane admitted that this was pure bad luck. 

In any case, this was not her first time bumping into the Fowlers. 

She had long developed immunityagainst such occurrences. 



She only hoped that they would get out of her sight as soon as possible. 

It was crazy how they managed to bump into each other despite being seated in 
different zones of the restaurant. 

Clearly, everyone had already shed all pretense of cordiality and severed all ties. In that 
case, they should leave each other alone. 

Jane had already done everything that the Fowlers had requested. 

Why were they still acting as if they could not bear losing her? 

Jane felt uncomfortable when she saw the longing expressions on their faces. 

Back then, the Fowlers were the ones who treated Jane unkindly and ignored her. 

Now, they were acting as if they felt guilty and wanted to salvage their relationship with 
her. 

It was as if they had all gone *********. 

“Uncle Jack, Aunt Anna, you guys should go! Maddie, Aaron, please lead them back.” 

Chapter 412 

When Liliana sensed Jane’s intimidating aura, her heart skipped a beat and she quickly 
reminded Jack and the rest to leave. 

Liliana thought to herself, “Uncle Jack and the rest will definitely feel more hurt if Jane 
gets angrier!” 

“Alright… Let’s go… Honey, let’s go!” 

Jack regained his senses and wanted to leave with Anna. 

He wanted to be the only person bearing the brunt of Jane’s anger. 

Anna could not possibly endure the same kind of damage from Jane. 

Jack was really afraid that with Anna’s current physical condition, Jane’s actions would 
cause her even greater emotional fluctuations and undo the progress they had so far. 

However, when Anna saw Jane, so many questions ***in her mind. 

Especially about what happened today. 



How could she leave just like that? 

“Wait, Jack, I still have something to ask Jane!” 

“Honey, Jane doesn’t look like she wants to talk to us. No matter what you ask, you’ll 
only receive emotional humiliation in return! Can you not be like this? Be good and 
listen to me. Let’s go, let’s go…” 

“Aaron, quick! Leave with your mother right now!” 

Jack’s growls brought Aaron back to his senses. 

Aaron gritted his teeth and resisted the dark emotions in his heart. He grabbed the 
handles of Anna’s wheelchair and was about to leave.. 

As long as he didn’t see Jane and stayed far away from her, he wouldn’t feel such 
heartache. 

Then, Aaron wouldn’t lose controls of his emotions and cause more trouble for his 
family. 

Seeing that she was about to be wheeled away, Anna instantly made up her mind and 
lunged at the dining table before her. 

“Anna?” 

“***?” 

Anna’s actions were too sudden and unexpected. 

She placed her hands on the dining table and tried her best to support her entire body 
with 

her hands. 

However, the weakness in her legs was too prominent. Anna could not control her legs 
and she fell to the ground. 

“Anna!” 

“***!” 

The scene instantly plunged into chaos. 

Jack quickly helped Anna up. “Anna, why are you doing this? Do you really want to 
break my 



Chapter 412 heart?” 

“I’m sorry… Jack, I have to do this. I have something to tell Jane.” 

“Don’t take me away now. It was God’s will for us to bump into Jane again, so I have to 
tell 

her what’s on my mind. Otherwise, I won’t be able to sleep at night!” 

“Honey… you…” 

Jack’s heart ached so much that he almost stopped breathing. 

It was because he was helpless. 

He was also in pain seeing Anna in so much agony. 

Suddenly, applause was heard. 

Jane smiled and whistled. 

She kept clapping for Jack and Anna. 

“How touching. Why are the both of you acting like clowns in front of me? Jack Fowler, 
Anna Fowler. I used to think that the two of you were schizophrenic and satisfied with 
your empty fantasies. Now, it seems that I was not wrong after all!” 

***with Jane’s blatant mockery, a hint of pain flashed across Anna and Jack’s gazes. 

Shaun said coldly, “Mr. and Mrs. Fowler, why are you doing this? Jane doesn’t want to 
see you at all. Why are you trying to get in her way and humiliating yourself in the 
process? Hurry up and leave! We’re all influential figures. It’s not good for anyone to 
********things up!” 

Liliana walked forward and helped Anna up, along with Jack. 

“Uncle Jack, Aunt Anna, you should go. Don’t bother Jane anymore! That’s is the best 
way to deal with everything! It’s not advisable for the both of you to be like this, 
pestering and hounding her non-stop!” 

Liliana really did not want to get involved in this matter, but Anna and Jack had always 
been good to her. 

Seeing them like this, Liliana did not feel good either. 

But a mistake was a mistake. No one had the right to forgive them on Jane’s behalf. 



The best way to resolve this was for the Fowler family to leave. 

“Liliana, I know… I know it’s embarrassing and selfish of me to do this, but Jane, I just 
want 

to ask you one thing!” 

“You refused to become the heiress of Crown Group, right? Why?” 

Anna’s heart was filled with anticipation. 

No matter how much she thought about it, Jane only stood to benefit by becoming 
Michael’s goddaughter and the heiress of Crown Group. 

The Laton family was even stronger than their family. If Jane had agreed to Michael’s 
request, it would be the best form of revenge she could enact against the Fowlers. 

However, Jane did not do so. 

Was it because she was still hanging on to the Fowler family? 

As the saying goes, the deeper the love, the deeper the hatred. 

Looking back, when Jane first arrived at the Fowler family, it was clear that her feelings 
of anticipation, excitement, and nervousness, were not faked. They came from the 
bottom of 

her heart. 

Even if Anna had made many mistakes, there was still hope as long as Jane had not 
completely given up on the Fowlers. 

Anna wanted to make up for the mistakes she had made in the past. 

And yet… 

The *******of reality was like a basin of cold water that was mercilessly poured over 
Anna’s head. 

“Why do I have to answer your question? Anna Fowler, who do you think you are? 
You’re just a cripple!” 

“Do you think I’ll be soft-hearted just because you dragged yourself forward with your 
crippled legs and pretended to act pitiful in front of me? Anna Fowler, when did you 
learn such a lowly method? Even if you jump off a building now, I won’t look at you 
again. I just think that you’re ruining my appetite!” 
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No Way Back Chapter 413-Jane’s words resonated in Anna’s mind. 

Crippled… 

Anna’s face instantly turned pale. 

She had been facing this situation with perseverance and optimism. 

All along, she had held on to the belief that it was the greatest happiness to be able to 
live and be with her family. 

Still, nothing changed the fact that Anna’s right leg had become crippled, and there was 
no knowing if she would ever recover. 

Anna’s heart felt like it had been pricked by a thorn. 

She still recalled all the times she spent trying her best to move her right leg, but failed 
to do so even when she was drenched in sweat. 

There was nothing more she wanted than to be able to live independently, but her 
current condition meant that her husband and son needed to stay by her side and take 
care of her. There were many times when she closed her eyes and realized that she 
had become a burden to her family and she had lost her pride. 

Now, Jane was putting it across so plainly. 

It was as if she genuinely wanted to break Anna’s spirits and humiliate her completely. 
She was forcing Anna to confront the fact that she had become a burdensome cripple. 

“That’s enough, Anna. Stop talking, let’s go…” 

Jack felt like his heart was being sliced apart by a knife. 

As the person who had been taking care of Anna since her accident, of course Jack 
noticed what she was going through. 

Anna had worked very hard in her recovery by cooperating and not complaining at all. 

But Jack knew that Anna was definitely affected by what had happened to herself. 

It was just that Anna wanted to stay rational and give herself hope. At the same time, 
she didn’t want the people around her to worry, so she endured everything she was 
going through alone. 



For Anna to hear these words from Jane felt worse than death. She was simply rubbing 
salt 

on her wounds. 

“No! I have to say what’s on my mind! I just want to ask you, Jane, why didn’t you agree 
to Micheal Laton’s request?!” 

Anna had prepared herself for Jane’s humiliation. She had already been through so 
much, what else could she not endure? Even if her heart was broken into a thousand 
pieces, she still needed to get to the bottom of this matter and get an answer. 

“Because I already have the family that I want, which include the two people standing 
beside me, as well as my friends, senior brothers, and my teacher. These people are 
my real 
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family, and not you *********who only care about taking advantage of kinship in order to 
gain benefits for yourselves.” 

“Anna, since you’re just a cripple, you should focus on recuperating. Don’t continue to 
be such an eyesore to me!” 

Anna’s eyes filled with tears when she heard Jane’s reply. 

She thought to herself, “She already has the family that she wants? 

“But those people are not her real family. 

“I am her biological mother!” 

It was Anna who had carried Jane in her womb for nine months, and who had gone 
through so much pain before finally giving birth to her daughter. 

Because of her difficult pregnancy, Anna had so many close shaves with death. In fact, 
she almost died while giving birth to Jane due to her advanced age. 

Back then, everyone advised Anna not to give birth to Jane. After all, she already had 
seven sons. It was too risky for her to give birth in her thirties. 

Even Jack was afraid for Anna’s health. 

However, Anna stood against everyone’s objections and insisted on giving birth. 



She endured all that just so she could give Jane an opportunity to be born into this 
world. 

Anna had sacrificed so much for Jane to be here. Without Anna, Jane would not even 
exist. 

How could Jane think that there were people who were more important than her 
biological 

mother? 

Jane’s harsh words struck a nerve. 

Anna had a crazy side that she never unleashed. 

It was like schizoprehnia. 

However, Anna always kept it under control. 

In addition, her life had always been smooth-sailing and blissful. 

There were not many reasons for Anna to go crazy. 

Now, she had been humiliated over and over again because of Jane. 

Jane was causing her to lose control of her sanity. 

“Jane Fowler, everyone in the world can criticize me, but you can’t! I’m your biological 
mother! I gave you life! Without me, you wouldn’t be alive at all!” 

“I know you *****me, but I’ve already become like this… My right leg is crippled, and I 
don’t know if I’ll be able to stand up for the rest of my life. If retribution is real, I’ve 
suffered enough. Isn’t that enough? Doesn’t your heart hurt at all when you see me like 
this?” 

Anna was clutching at her chest. Her eyes were bloodshot. 

“Anna?” 

Jack had a bad feeling when he saw his wife like this. 

As the man who loved Anna the most in this world, he naturally knew that there was a 
raving 

Chapter 413 



***hidden deep in her heart. 

When Anna was provoked too much and lost control of her emotions, she would 
transform into a porcupine that spiked everybody who tried to come near her. 

At this ***, Anna was showing signs of losing control. 

“***, calm down, don’t be angry…” 

At this ***, Madelyn decided to make her presence known. She looked at Anna with 
tears in her eyes. 

Anna’s gaze gradually became less crazy when she saw her daughter’s teary eyes, 
begging 

her not to lose control. 

“I’m very sorry. My heart does not ache for you at all. Instead, I feel so refreshed 
watching you suffer retribution and become a cripple. Anna Fowler, if you really want to 
stay here and listen to me humiliate you, I’ll give you what you want! I can tell you even 
more terrible things to hurt you!” 

‘Madelyn, hurry up and get lost with your mother. Your crying is so annoying. Don’t ruin 
my appetite!” 

Madelyn turned around and knelt on the ground. She begged Jane, “Janie! I know… 
This is all my fault. I shouldn’t have come to Fowler family. I angered you. If I leave the 
family…” 

Before Madelyn could finish speaking, Jane slapped her across the face. 

The sound was resounding. 

Madelyn was stunned. 

There was a stinging sensation in her cheek. 

The red handprint was shockingly obvious. 

Madelyn turned her face to the side. She was trembling uncontrollably. 

She thought to herself, “What the *** 

“Did I just get slapped?” 

“In front of so many people?” 



She did not expect Jane to hit her in front of everyone. 

Jane waved her hand and looked down contemptuously. “I’m tired of hearing these 
words from you. If you say it one more time, I’ll hit you until you stop.” 

This sentence did not sound like a joke at all. 

Her words sounded quite murderous. 

Madelyn had never been in such a situation. She was so frightened that her knees 
buckled, and her lips turned pale. 

“Maddie!” 

Anna quickly went over to check on Madelyn’s injuries. She looked at Jane with some 
anger. “Jane Fowler, you’re too much! From the beginning to the end, it was us who let 
you down. Maddie was innocent! Why did you hurt Maddie like this!” 
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“****… Stop it. It’s right for Janie to *******me. If I hadn’t taken over Janie’s spot and 
enjoyed your love for so many years, Janie wouldn’t have cut ties with Fowler family. 
Everyone wouldn’t have suffered so much.. 
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No Way Back Chapter 414-Madelyn took advantage of this situation to cry and act 
pitiful. 

Initially, Aaron and Jack both felt bad for Madelyn when they saw her get slapped by 
Jane. 

After all, Madelyn was not in the wrong for pleading on Anna’s behalf. 

It was Jane who had suddenly struck Madelyn. 

However, after hearing Madelyn’s words, the guilt that the men felt instantly 
disappeared without a trace. 

They knew that Madelyn was not as innocent as she made herself sound. 

It was just an act. 

Madelyn did not know that everyone in the family, besides Anna, knew what she had 
done. 



She was still so concerned with putting on a show. 

Jack tried to persuade his wife patiently, “Anna, that’s enough. Let’s go. Jane won’t 
listen to 

us.” 

He was really afraid that Anna would have a *********breakdown if Jane continue to 
provoke her. If that happened, there was no predicting what Anna would say. 

Jack helped his wife up. Suddenly, Anna looked at Jane and said firmly, “Jane Fowler! 
Apologize to Maddie!” 

Jane scoffed. 

She looked like she had just heard a ***********joke. 

Raising her eyebrows, the corners of her ***curled into a contemptuous smile. “What 

are you talking about? Hmm? Anna Fowler, say that again?” 

Anna said without hesitation, “I’ll say it again! Jane Fowler, apologize to Maddie!” 

Jane could not help but snort. 

She gazed at Anna, who looked incredibly determined. 

She almost burst out laughing. 

Just a few minutes ago, Anna had been apologizing to Jane and telling her how much 
she wanted to salvage their relationship., 

And now, she wanted Jane to apologize to Madelyn? 

Jane thought to herself, “Anna must really be crazier than I expected!” 

“***… No, you don’t have to do this. The conflict between you and Janie is already deep 
enough. It’s only right for Janie to *********me. I don’t want things between the both of 

get worse because of me…” 

you to 

Madelyn had yet to finish speaking. 

Suddenly, Jane grabbed a fistful of her hair. 



Madelyn cried out in pain. 

Using her leverage, Jane pushed Madelyn to the ground. 

Chapter 414 “Maddie!” 

Anna did not expect Jane to continue attacking Madelyn. 

And it happened so fast. 

No one reacted in time. 

“Madelyn Fowler, I’ve said it before. If you say those ****************things again, I’ll hit 
you. mean what I say. Don’t challenge my boundaries!” 

1 

“Janie…” 

Madelyn’s face contorted in pain. Realizing how terrifying she looked now, Madelyn 
could only cover her face and lower her head. She did not want anyone to see how 
*********she looked now. 

She did not want to be humiliated further. 

“Madelyn, what’s wrong? Why don’t you dare to raise your head anymore? Let others 
see the terrifying expression on your face. If I were you, I would hide myself at home 
and not come out. Why do you have to make a ****of yourself like this? Do you enjoy 
being humiliated?” 

Jane’s words were simply heartbreaking. 

Every single word pierced Madelyn’s heart. 

Jane was practically rubbing salt in her wounds. 

“Jane Fowler!” 

Anna was losing control. 

She was hanging on to her sanity by a thin thread. 

Otherwise, Anna would have slapped Jane by now. 

She wanted to get back at Jane on Madelyn’s behalf. 



In Anna’s mind, what Jane was doing was wrong. 

It was a sin! 

Unfortunately, Jane was also the one person in this world that Anna owed a great debt 
too. 

But how could Jane bear to hurt them like this? How could she hurt her sister and her 
biological mother? 

“You can lose your mind, but don’t do it in front of me. Anna Fowler, this is all your fault, 
isn’t it? If you didn’t insist on pestering me, none of this would have happened. Your 
precious daughter wouldn’t have been bullied by me too!” 

Anna’s eyes widened with rage when she heard Jane’s retort. “How dare you? Your 
logic is 

so twisted!” 

“I’m doing this to get my message across… You just said that you were pregnant for 
nine months, you gave birth to me, you raised me, and you gave me life. Sure, even if I 
cut ties with you, I won’t treat you the same way I treat Madelyn. I don’t want to give you 
ammunition to ruin my reputation. But Madelyn is different. I have nothing to do with 
her!” 

“If you mess with me again, I’ll mess with Madelyn. So, if you really treasure your 
daughter, don’t appear in front of me again!” 
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Jane’s words left Anna speechless. 

Anna felt sorry for Madelyn and she badly wanted to make Jane apologize to Madelyn. 

However, she could not even open her ****now. 

She now realized that even if she tried to stand up for Madelyn, it was still Madelyn who 
would end up getting hurt. 

Shaun was also annoyed by Anna’s persistent and ****unstable demeanor. “Mr. and 
Mrs. Fowler, did you hear me? Hurry up and get lost Stop bothering Jane!” 

In the past, Shaun had respected these two entrepreneurs After all, they had started 
from scratch and achieved so much success. Most importantly, they were husband and 
wife who shared a deep relationship. Their family was harmonious and there was no 
internal power struggle. They were completely different from other wealthy families. As 



a result, the Fowler family had become a legend in the business circle and envied by 
many. 

Now, it appeared that Shaun had overestimated them. They were not worthy of his 
respect at all, especially Anna Shaun doubted if she was really Jane’s biological mother. 
He thought. to himself, “Is this really the same strong-minded woman who established 
Fowler Corporation alongside Jack?” 

“She is clearly so **********. She does not have any class or elegance at all. She said 
that she wanted Jane’s forgiveness, but her actions are so biased towards Madelyn. Is 
she schizophrenic? Does she genuinely believe that her behavior is touching even 
though it is clearly despise by others? How is she worthy of being Jane’s mother? She’s 
not even worthy to kneel before Jane!* 

“Uncle Jack, Aunt Anna, please leave quickly! Stop making a scene here!” 

Fortunately, this was Cloudnine Restaurant. 

There were not many people around now. 

The surrounding waiters were also tight-lipped. 

They just watched from the side. 

This was a feud between top-notch wealthy families. 

No one dared to get involved in this mess. 

Otherwise, this incident would not be kept under secrecy. 

If this incident was exposed, it was not too bad for Jane. 

But it would severely harm the Fowler family. 

“Anna… I’m begging you. Let’s go, okay? Let’s not be this way anymore.” 

Anna could only temporarily suppress the anger in her heart when she heard her 
husband begging her so humbly. 

She was doing this for Jack and Madelyn. 

‘Jane, don’t you forget… You can never repay what I have given you. I was the one who 
gave you this life. You’re only alive because you absorbed the nutrients from my body 
through your umbilical cord. The only reason why you can stand here and humiliate me, 
Madelyn, and the Fowler family, is because of the life that I gave you!” 



Anna gritted her teeth. If she did not say such harsh words, she would not be able to 
control the anger in her heart. The anger would burn herself and everyone around her. 

Jane was speechless. 

She looked at Anna like she was crazy. 

Right now, Anna was acting like a ***. 

Jane thought to herself, “No wonder she ended up giving birth to deceitful sons like 
Henry and Dwayne.” 

She felt deeply suspicious. 

“Do I really share the same DNA as her?” 
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wrong. 

She wanted to believe that she could not possibly be the daughter of Anna and Jack. 

No matter how hard she tried, she could not find any resemblance between her and her 
parents. 

She wanted to believe that her biological parents were other people. 

And that everything was just a huge misunderstanding. 

But even though Jane tried multiple times in secret to re-do the DNA tests, the results 
did not change. 

She was the biological daughter of these two **********. 

The blood of the Fowler family coursed through her veins. This was a fact that Jane 
could not deny even if she wanted to. 

“***? What’s wrong? Why are you still here?” 

Johan, Quinton, and Peter had waited for too long. When Jack and the rest failed to 
return, they decided to look for their parents. 

The boys were stunned when they saw the confrontation happening between Anna and 

Jane. 



Anna’s hair was slightly disheveled, her eyes were bloodshot, and there was a crazed 
look on her face. 

They had never seen Anna like this before. 

They were all confused about what had happened. 

“****…” 

Splat! 

Suddenly, something crashed heavily to the ground. 

Everyone looked in the direction of the sound. 

It turned out to be Aaron. 

Aaron had fallen to the ground. He clutched his chest and breathed rapidly in pain, 
unable to speak. 

“Aaron!” 

“Aaron, what’s wrong?” 

The scene instantly plunged into chaos. 

“It’s hyperpnea! This is not good! We have to find a place where Aaron can lie down and 
rest. Then, we should call the ambulance!” 

Liliana had taken first-aid classes before, so she immediately diagnosed Aaron’s 
condition. and started giving instructions. 

After saying that, Liliana subconsciously glanced at Jane. 
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She knew that Aaron’s symptoms were probably brought on by feelings of extreme 
heartache and sorrow. If he was not treated properly, he could suffocate to death. 

Liliana knew that Aaron was in this state because of Jane. 

Jane’s medical skills were the best among everyone present. 

However, it was clear that Jane would not help. 



Because of Aaron’s condition, no one was in the mood to pursue the matter between 
Anna 

and Jane. 

The Fowlers quickly left with Aaron. They notified the restaurant to call the school 
clinic’s doctors for emergency help. They also called the ambulance and instructed 
them to send Aaron to the private hospital that Fowler Corporation had invested in. 

Soon, only Jane, Liliana, and Shaun were left. 

“I can’t wrap my head around what happened… It’s all my fault, Queen. If I had put in 
the effort to find out more about the guestlist for tonight, this confrontation wouldn’t have 
happened at Cloudnine Restaurant.” 

“This has nothing to do with you. Perhaps this is what we call an ill-fated relationship. 
Before this, I have already had many unexpected encounters with the Fowlers. Perhaps 
I really owe them too much from my past lives and I’m destined to repay them in this 
life.” 

As Jane spoke, her gaze softened. She could not help but sigh softly. 

In her previous life, she had risked her life to save Jack. She had wandered around the 
gates of ****several times, suffering through violence, humiliation, depression, and 
suicide attempts. In the end, she died in a sea of fire and was despised by the Fowlers. 
This was the debt that Jane owed the Fowlers. 

In that case, the debt she owed the Fowlers in this life had already been repaid in her 
previous life. She would not turn back. The plan had to continue according to what she 
had planned originally. 

This time, it was the Fowlers’ turn to pay for their sins. 

Jane looked at Liliana, who could not conceal the look of concern in her eyes. 

Jane said, “Liliana, you should go to the hospital.” 

Liliana looked at Jane in surprise. “Queen, you…” 

Jane said, “Since I know your true identity and still chose to accept you as a member of 
the Red Star Team, naturally, I will tolerate all your emotions. 

“The Fowlers and I are already like fire and water, so we will never get along. It’s 
impossible for me to forgive them in this lifetime. But, Liliana, you’re different. No matter 
what, they’re your family. They haven’t done anything unforgivable to you. 



“If their current situation really worries you, then you should go over and take a look. I 
have Shaun to accompany me. You don’t have to cut off the kinship that treats you 
well.” 

Liliana looked at Jane. 

She could tell that Jane genuinely understood her position. 

Feeling touched, Liliana gave Jane a hug. “Thank you, Queen. I’ll go over and take a 
look,” 
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Liliana then left. 

Shaun looked at Jane with a sad face. “Um… Queen, are we still eating?” 

“Yes, of course. I’m looking forward to the feast tonight. How can I not eat?” 

After saying that, Jane sat down and pressed the service button. 

Shaun hesitated for a ****before sitting opposite Jane. He could not help but say, 
“Queen, don’t force yourself to eat.” 

“I’m not forcing myself, Shaun. As I’ve said countless of times, I’ve found something so 
much more important than the Fowlers. Do you think I’m not happy now? With my 
senior brothers, my partner, and my friends…” 

“Alright, Queen, since you’ve already said so, let’s not dwell on anything depressing! It’s 
sad that Liliana won’t be able to enjoy the feast tonight, but at least I’m here with you!’ 

Aaron was sent to the hospital and pushed into the operating room for treatment. 

Everyone waiting outside was so worried. 

“What… what caused Aaron to become like that?” 

Anna could not help but panic when she witnessed her son pass out so suddenly. 

Liliana sighed softly. “Aunt Anna, hyperpnea is a symptom that only happens 
occasionally when one’s heart is in extreme pain. Just now, you and Jane were 
exchanging harsh words. I think Aaron must have felt anxious witnessing the conflict. 
Since he did not know how to stop the both of you, his anxiety must have led to this 
outcome.” 



When Johan heard this, he opened his ***as if he wanted to say something, but ended 
up remaining quiet. 

He thought to himself, “Aaron is showing signs of relapsing. That, coupled with his 
respiratory problems…” 

But if he said those things out loud, it would only add to everyone’s worries. 

“I’m sorry… It’s all my fault… I don’t know what came over me just now… How did I lose 
my mind? I clearly thought that no matter how much Jane humiliates me, I have to 
remain 

calm…” 

Anna covered her head and blamed herself. 

She was the one who had taken the initiative to approach Jane. She already knew that 
Jane would react by humiliating her, and she believed that she was prepared for it. 

Yet, Anna still acted like a ***who had lost her mind in that ***. 

Jack could only comfort her. “Anna, don’t think about it. This has nothing to do with 
you.” 

Madelyn squatted in front of Anna and said with tears in her eyes, “That’s right, ***. 
Don’t think too much. We’re already at the hospital. Liliana also treated Aaron on the 
way to the hospital. Aaron is blessed by the heavens. He will definitely be fine.” 

“Maddie… I’m sorry. It’s all my fault. I’m also sorry for Aaron. It’s my fault that things 
have. turned out this way. Does your face still hurt?” 
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As Anna spoke, she reached out and touched the mark that had been left on Madelyn’s 
cheek by Jane’s slap. Her eyes were filled with grief. 

“It doesn’t hurt… ****, it doesn’t hurt at all. Compared to the pain on my face, my heart 
hurts even more. In the end, I’m the one who harmed this family. I’m the one who 
harmed my parents, my brothers, and Janie. I really shouldn’t have appeared in the 
Fowler family. I’m not qualified to be your daughter. Janie is so impressive. She’s much 
more qualified than 

me…” 

Madelyn’s tears streamed down her face as she sobbed silently. 
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After saying that, Madelyn ignored Anna’s repeated calls. She covered his face and 
quickly ran out of Anna’s vision. 

“Jack… Why… Why did this happen… Why…” 

Anna could not help but shed tears. She turned around and threw herself into Jack’s 
arms, crying bitterly. 

Jack could only let the feeling of intense sadness envelop his heart. He could not speak. 
He hugged Anna and gently patted her back, comforting her. 

He thought to himself, “If only we had known what would happen. We wouldn’t have 
done. those things in the past. 

“We have already committed an unforgivable crime. There is no hope left for us.” 

Even though he already knew Madelyn’s true colors and was just watching her put on 
an act, he could not say a word about it. 

All Jack could do was watch Anna almost lose her mind from getting provoked, but 
since she was already in so much agony after regaining her consciousness, she could 
not learn. about the truth. Hence, she could only continue to be blinded by Madelyn’s 
lies. 

They were all like actors wearing a mask and performing on stage. Everything they did 
was according to an invisible script. There was no real self to speak of. 

It was just as Jane had said. 

They were all a *******of clown actors. They were crazy and did not know it. 

Jack thought to himself, “Maybe the best thing that has ever happened to Jane was 
escaping from the Fowler family.” 

“She escaped getting dragged into this mess.” 

“She does not have to suffer like the rest of us.” 

Liliana felt upset looking at the state of Uncle Jack’s family. 

But she was in no position to say anything. 



She could only quietly accompany everyone and wait for Aaron’s surgery to end. 

At this ***, Johan clenched his fists and finally made up his mind. 

‘Quinton, Peter, I’ll leave this to you. I have something important to attend to. I’ll be back 
soon!” 

Quinton and Peter looked at Johan in surprise. “Johan? Aaron is in critical condition. 
What else can be more important…” 

“Trust me.” 

When Quinton and Peter saw Johan’s serious gaze, they were silent for a ****before 
nodding. “I understand, Johan. Go ahead. We’ll take good care of Aaron, ***, and dad.” 

“Please do!” 

Johan turned around and left. 

Back in the restaurant. 

Jane and Shaun took their time feasting on the French cuisine. 

Jane took a sip of the 1869 Lafite red wine and wiped hers lips with a handkerchief. 
“The taste is indeed not bad. The chef that Cloudnine Restaurant poached this time 
must have extraordinary skills.” 

“I heard that the chef is from a three-star Michelin restaurant, and that he has 30 years 
of work experience. He’s almost 60 years old, but he’s still working hard and working in 
the frontline. He has a strong innovative spirit indeed. He must have invested a lot of 
effort into his career…” 

When Shaun saw Jane genuinely enjoying the delicacies, he gradually heaved a sigh of 
relief. 

He was really afraid that Jane would be in a bad mood because of the conflict with the 
Fowlers earlier. If that was the case, Shaun would blame himself for suggesting that 
they eat at Cloudnine Restaurant tonight. 

After the two of them finished their meal and got off the elevator, they bumped into a 
familiar figure. 

“Jane Fowler…” 



Johan was panting from running and sweating profusely. He looked at Jane and Shaun 
in front of him and felt relieved that he had managed to make it here in time despite 
encountering a traffic jam. 

Jane’s expression darkened. “What do you want? Johan Fowler, if you’re here to pick 
another fight, I’ll make you sorry!” 

“Mr. Fowler, that’s enough. Can’t you see that Jane doesn’t want to talk to you at all? 
You have to know your limits. Why do you keep pestering her? Do you really want her 
to hit you before you call it quits? 

Shaun was about to get a cerebral hemorrhage because of the Fowlers. 

Suddenly, he pitied Jane. She had gotten entangled with such a family of lunatics. Even 
though she had already cut ties with them, she had no choice but to continue her 
entanglement with them because they were related by blood. This problem was 
something she could not eliminate. 

“Mr. Luther, I’m not here for you. I’m here for Jane!” 

Johan did not look at Shaun from the beginning to the end. He looked at Jane steadily. 
“Jane, Aaron is experiencing some respiratory problems. Moreover, he’s showing signs 
of his autism relapsing. Back then, it was a pianist who had cured and saved him. And it 
was you! You’re the light of his life!” 

“Johan, if you want to act crazy, you should go to the psychiatric department in the 
hospital. I’m not trained in helping lunatics!” 

“I don’t remember ever doing such a thing for him. Also… if Aaron is really ******, it has 
nothing to do with me. As Aaron’s biological brother, what you should do now is to stay 
by 

your precious brother’s side and keep him from dying. Instead, you came to me and 
said such meaningless words. Do you think you can save Aaron by doing that?” 

“I have to tell you these things, Jane, because I know that once Aaron’s illness relapses 
again, it will be impossible for him to recover unless you can forgive him… The one who 
caused his agony must be the one who frees him from it. Jane, you are the only one 
who can help Aaron!” 

Johan was the only person who had seen through everything. 

They could treat Aaron’s hyperpnea this time. 

But what about his autism relapsing? 



Because of Jane, Aaron almost stopped breathing. 

This showed how important Jane was in Aaron’s heart. 

The person who had saved Aaron’s life and given him hope and dreams, was also the 
person who had become their mortal enemy. The hatred between them seemed almost 
impossible to resolve. 

Just thinking about it made Johan feel despair on Aaron’s behalf. 

“Oh, if it’s like what you said, then Aaron is doomed this time. That’s great. You should 
go and collect your brother’s corpse. I’ll send a condolence wreath to his funeral. You 
don’t have to thank me. I’d appreciate if you stop wasting my time here.” 

After saying that, Jane walked past Johan and wanted to leave. 

Johan shuddered. 

He did not think that Jane could actually say such vicious words. 

As Johan looked at Jane’s departing figure, he subconsciously reached out and 
grabbed her 

arm. 

Jane was shocked. 

What was happening? 

Johan approached her, but Jane did not react at all. 

With Johan’s strength, it should be impossible for him to get close to Jane. 

Jane’s face was cold. “Johan Fowler, let go of me!” 

“Jane, if dad and ****let you down, they have already been punished for their sins! But 
Aaron is innocent! He has never done anything to let you down. Ever since he returned 
to Stormton City and found out that you had cut ties with the Fowler family, he has been 
trying to salvage your relationship with us and earn your forgiveness so that you can 
return to the family.” 

“Are you going to condemn us, your biological brothers, just because dad and ****did 
something unforgivable to you? You’re being too unfair to us! Do you really want to see 
Aaron, your blood-related brother, ****before you’re satisfied?” 



“Yes, I want to see him *********. I am a vicious woman. Didn’t you already know about 
my true colors? Why did you still come to humiliate yourself and pester me?” 

Jane kicked Johan’s stomach at lightning speed. 
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he knelt on the ground. 

However, he was still holding on to Jane’s arm firmly. 

“Let go of Jane!” 

Shaun could not take it anymore. He grabbed Johan and gave him a hard punch. 

Shaun needed an outlet to vent his anger. 

He found it difficult to put up with the shamelessness of the Fowler family. After getting 
punched by Shaun, Johan instantly lost sensation in his face. 

However, he still held on to Jane’s arm tightly without letting go. 

Shaun tried to get Johan to let go of Jane by pulling his hand away. 

However, Johan was shockingly strong. 

“*********it! You’re really asking for a beating! Don’t mistake my reluctance to do that as 
weakness!” 

Shaun punched Johan’s face again and again. 

Johan’s face was beaten to a pulp. Blood flowed from the corners of his ****and the 
area around his eyes was bruised. 

Yet, he still had the strength to grab Jane’s arm. 

Johan did not dodge Shaun’s punches or attack him back. 

It was as if Johan would lose his life if he let go of Jane’s hand. 

No matter what kind of attacks he *********, he refused to retreat. 

To Johan, he had too much at stake to release his grip on Jane. 

“You…” 



Shaun was really defeated. 

He thought to himself, “I can’t possibly beat Johan to death, can I?” 

“This guy doesn’t seem to be afraid of pain.” 

Shaun had not used all of his strength while punching Johan earlier. 

However, Johan had tanked all of his blows with his bare face. 

As an actor, Johan should treasure his looks more than anything else. 

Why was he not afraid at all? 

Jane narrowed her eyes. There was a murderous aura to her. “Johan Fowler, do you 
really want to ***? Do you think that I’m too afraid to beat you to death?” 

Right now, they were in public. Jane could not afford to really take Johan’s death, it 
would invite too much trouble. 

However, Jane had many ways to secretly ****Johan. 

Jane thought to herself, “Does Johan really think he can take advantage of me just 
because 

I’m not retaliating?” 

Unfortunately, Johan was the person who owed her the most from their past lives. His 
decision to trust Madelyn without hesitation at the last moment had doomed Jane to 
***in a sea of fire. 

If he went too far, Jane would not have a problem ***Johan. 

Johan’s right eye had turned purple and swollen. He could not open it and could only 
look at Jane with his left eye. “No, Jane, I don’t doubt you… but… my intuition tells me 
that if I let go, there’s no turning back.” 

His fingers tightened around Jane’s arm bit by bit. 

Johan only knew that he could not let go. 

No matter what. 

“There’s no turning back? You’re so full of yourself! We reached that point a long time 
ago!” 



“No matter what you say, I can’t forgive the Fowler family. If you’re here to beg me to 
visit Aaron in the hospital, I’d advise you to save your breath. Aaron is nothing like 
Anna, who has the personality of a ***********and can easily hide behind the mask of her 
insanity.” 

“If I say anything nasty to Aaron, he’ll definitely feel even more desolate. If that 
happens, what do you think are the chances of Aaron recovering? He might just end up 
jumping off a building and committing suicide from his psychological trauma. When that 
comes, the only way you’ll be able to see him is through photos!” 

Jane’s words were cold and heartless. 

They were like a sharp knife slashing at Johan’s determination. 

Johan was in so much emotional pain. 

He did not know what he was still holding on to. In his entire life, he had never been in 
such a sorry state. 

Even though Johan’s appearance was being severely impacted by the beating and his 
career was in danger, he found himself unable to let go. 

Jane’s questions made Johan feel suffocated. 

However, his grip did not relax at all. 

Johan wondered to himself, “Why exactly am I doing this?” 

A familiar memory came back. 

Johan recalled the dream he had last night. 

The memory of the dream in which he had been surrounded by a thick fog was making 
a comeback, and he was about to find out what happened in the parallel world. 

The suffering belonged not only to Jane, but also the Fowlers. 

At this moment, Johan seemed to understand the reason behind his perseverance. 

He could not stop the outcome of the dream from happening. 

He also could not stop Jane from leaving. 

Johan thought to himself, “In that case…” 

“I should also be a little selfish.” 



“I must find a way to redeem myself.” 

“If I want to end this nightmare, I must confront the final truth in the dream.” 

“Jane… Do you still remember that when we first met, I told you that I had a long and 
strange dream?” 

“At that time, you told me that you didn’t know what I was thinking about, but my 
intuition tells me. You know everything behind it, and that is the reason behind your 
hatred for the Fowler family, as well as why you want to cut ties with all of us!” 

Johan needed to figure out this mystery. 

Otherwise, he would never be able to redeem his family, or salvage their relationship 
with, 

Jane. 

Jane still looked cold and unmoved. “Johan, I already said that I don’t know what you’re 
talking about. Are you losing your mind? Why are you using a dream as an excuse? 
You’re so funny!” 

Johan gradually let go of Jane’s arm. 

“Jane, I finally understand. The dream that I kept having is not a curse. It was the 
heavens blessing me with the power to save the Fowler family!” 

“This… is something that only I can do.” 

Jane looked at Johan’s resolute gaze. 

She knew that he seemed to have sensed something. 

According to Johan’s description, those dreams were related to Jane’s previous life. 

After all, Johan had said that in his dream, Jane had ***in a sea of fire. 

That was indeed how the miserable Jane met her demise in her previous life. 

Johan had not gone through revival, but he seemed to possess a mysterious power. 

The truths of what happened in Jane’s previous life and in the parallel universe were 
able to manifest in Johan’s dreams, allowing him to learn the truth about how Jane had 
****in a sea of fire. 

Even Signy highly approved of Johan’s talent to be a medium. 



If this was still the same Jane from the past, she would have thought that Johan was 
crazy. 

After being reborn, Jane became convinced that there were indeed some powers in this 
world that ordinary humans did not know about. 

After all, there were too many things that could not be scientifically proven on this earth. 

Jane was not very interested about what happened to the Fowler family after her death 
in her previous life. 

She only cared about waking up after her rebirth and living blissfully. 

She thought to herself, “Johan, whatever you said can’t be used as a bargaining chip to 

threaten me.” 

“Shaun, let’s go.” 

Jane turned around and left without hesitation. 

Shaun wanted to kick Johan a few more times, but when he saw Johan’s face in such a 
state, he knew that the road to recovery would be a long one. Believing that he had 
already taught Johan a good lesson, Shaun spat at him and gave him a fierce warning, 
“Johan Fowler! Don’t bother Jane again in the future! Otherwise, I’ll beat you up every 
time I see you! I mean what I said.” 

After saying that, Shaun quickly caught up with Jane. “Jane, wait for me!” 

“Jane! When I find out the truth, I’ll come to you again!” 

“Also, I hope this proves my determination.” 

Johan took out his car keys. 

Shaun and Jane had no idea what Johan was trying to say. 

Johan used the sharp end of the car key to slash his face. 
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Shaun subconsciously rushed forward to stop Johan from harming himself. 

However, the car key had already left a ********mark on Johan’s face. 



Blood oozed out from the wound. 

It looked so painful. 

Fortunately, Shaun had stopped him in time. 

Otherwise, Johan might have made a much deeper cut and it would have resulted in a 
permanent scar that would follow him for the rest of his life. 

Johan was, after all, an actor. His actions showed a complete disregard for his 
profession and his life. It was as if he had lost his mind. 

Seeing that Johan wanted to continue slashing his face, Shaun quickly snatched the 
key from him. He grabbed Johan’s hand tightly. “Johan Fowler! ******* What are you 
thinking? No matter what happens, you can’t hurt yourself!” 

“Jane, I wanted to use my acting skills to prove that I did not choose the wrong path, 
and to make everyone look at me in a different light. But I cannot deny that the fact that 
I was born into the Fowler family has indeed given me too many benefits.” 

“Since having this face goes against everything that I want, then… It doesn’t matter if it 
becomes disfigured. This is the decision that I’ve made. Please be here to witness the 
end of this dream.” 

“When everything becomes clear, I have a feeling that something will change.” 

Johan somehow found the strength to break free from Shaun’s grip. He slipped the car 
key into his pocket, and with his face still bleeding, walked out. 

It was as there was no one or anything that Johan cared about in this world anymore. 

“You… This… Jane…” 

Shaun looked at Johan’s back, and then at Jane with a nervous expression. 

Johan’s behavior had only proven without a doubt that he was a ***********. Shaun was 
afraid that once Johan disappeared from their sight, he might really take it too far and 
commit suicide. 

Although Shaun thought that the Fowlers were all crazy and he hated them for bullying 
Jane, he never wanted them to **********. “Johan, you’re indeed Anna Fowler’s 
outstanding son. Just like Henry and Dwayne, you inherited her crazy genes. It’s in your 
blood and DNA. I’m very glad for myself… I can’t deny the fact that the Fowler family 
blood runs through my veins, but I’m lucky enough to not have inherited the family 
madness.” 



“When you go crazy, you’re no different from your mother and brothers. However, I can 
see your determination. When you find the so-called truth, tell me about the ending to 
your **********and mysterious dream.” 

“Shaun, you should send Johan back.” 

After saying that, Jane put her hands in her pockets and disappeared from their sight. 

Johan was stunned on the spot. 

What did Jane just say? 

He thought to himself, “Did she ask Shaun to send me back?” 

“Did my self-mutilation finally touch her heart?” 

Johan did not want to overthink. Now that Jane was showing some tolerance towards 
him, he already felt so moved to the point that he could shed tears of gratitude. 

Johan was also convinced that he must have lost his mind. He was behaving like a 
puppy that was about to be abandoned Even after his self-mutilation, he felt calm, as 
though this behavior was perfectly normal. 

Johan knew he had not offended Jane in any way. If anyone else treated him the way 
she did, he would have gone mad from anger. Yet, Jane’s current tolerance toward him 
was like the light at the end of the tunnel. 

He thought to himself, “Perhaps it’s just as Jane had said. Since I have my mother’s 
blood coursing through my veins, maybe I inherited her madness.” 

“*****, how did I get myself into this situation? Let’s go. I’ll take you to the hospital to 
treat your wound. Otherwise, if something really happens to your face, I’m afraid I’ll be 
beaten to death by your crazy fans,” Shaun mumbled. 

He swore to himself as he took Johan to the nearest hospital. 

In addition, Shaun had to choose a private hospital that was under Luther Group’s 
funding. If someone photographed Johan’s face in its current state and circulated them 
to the media, it would cause so much chaos. 

Shaun did not want to be responsible for Johan. He just wanted to go home to sleep. 
But he was afraid that Johan might do something crazy again. He thought to himself, 
“***it! I should have not left the house tonight. I could be at home playing video games 
right now.” 

Johan pursed his lips and did not resist following Shaun. 



This was only because Shaun was a friend of Jane, who had personally asked him to 
escort Johan. 

Before tonight, Johan would have preferred to deal with his wound alone. 

But now, he was afraid that Jane would overthink and get cross with him for refusing 
Shaun’s help. 

Johan knew he could not appear before the Fowlers in this state. He needed to think of 
an excuse to *********them. 

The next day, at 9 a.m. 

Jane came to Santio Church alone, which was on the outskirts of Stormton City. 

This was not the festive season. 

The church seemed especially deserted. 

There was a church in Stormton City that had magnificent architecture and was 
extremely outstanding. It could even be considered a landmark. And it was conveniently 
located in the bustling centre of the city. 

At that church, there was always an endless stream of tourists and worshippers coming 
and going. 

But Jane did not like crowds. After asking for Lila’s recommendations, she randomly 
chose a church in the outskirts that was quieter, but still famous enough among the 
locals. 

Too many things had happened recently. Jane felt that she would rather believe in 
spirituality than not. 

She wanted to come here and pray for her bad luck to be washed away. 

The outskirts of Stormton City in April were still a little cold. 

Jane was wearing a sports coat, a pair of jeans, and a pair of **********shoes. Her hair 
was tied into a ponytail. 

She set off from the foot of the mountain. 

After walking for half an hour, she arrived at the church on the mountain. 

Ding! 



The ringing of bells could be heard. 

The church was surrounded by lush trees. The words “Santio Church” were engraved in 
gold letters on a plaque on top of the entrance. She also saw many church offerings 
which had been left inside. 

Jane took a deep breath. She could smell the fresh air in the mountain. The bells rang 
intermittently. Occasionally, a few birds were disturbed and flapped their wings as they 
flew through the forest. The sound of leaves rustling made Jane feel as if she was being 
spiritually cleansed. 

This was a state of mind that could not have been achieved if one had remained in the 
hustle-bustle environment of the city. Jane’s fatigue dissipated. 

She walked straight into Santio Church. On her way in, she met a few nuns who were 
praying. They glanced at her and muttered some prayers before leaving. 

A hint of admiration flashed across Jane’s eyes. In this materialistic society, churches 
had become tools for accumulating wealth. Few priests could resist greed and 
temptation. Jane had heard many stories about priests who lived in mansions and 
******luxury cars. At least in this quiet church, she saw the real essence of spirituality in 
the nuns. 

Jane spotted a few young children who wore crosses around their necks. They were 
hiding in the dark and staring at Jane secretly. Their eyes were filled with amazement. 

The corners of Jane’s mouth curled up. She squatted down and waved at the children. 
They ran away instantly, leaving only one boy behind. After hesitating for a moment, he 
walked toward Jane and said in a childish voice, “Blessings to you, ma’am.” 

Jane stretched out her hand and rubbed the little boy’s face. As expected, his skin was 
as smooth as it looked. She almost could not bear to retract her hand. “You’re so cute. 
Do you stay here?” 

“No, I’m here to take photos.” 

“But there’s a very strange uncle who often comes here. After taking photos, he stays 
with us and tells us stories.” “A strange uncle?” 

Jane frowned. She was about to reprimand the adults who had brought the children 
here to take photos. Why didn’t they 

take care of the children and let them run around like that? 



If something untoward were to happen, or if they got kidnapped, the consequences 
would be devastating. At this moment, a voice sounded. “Troy, don’t run around on your 
own.” 

“Uncle Levi!” 

When Troy heard the man’s voice, he immediately beamed with joy and ran towards the 
owner. 

Jane was just about to give “Uncle Levi” a piece of her mind. 

How could he let such a young child run around the church? 

However, when she saw his face clearly, she could not help but feel slightly stunned. 

“Are you… Levi Croft?!” 

It was Hugh Croft’s biological father! 
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No Way Back Chapter 419-Even Levi Croft was surprised that his identity had been 
exposed. 

Levi Croft had never cared about the affairs of the Croft family. He had been living in the 
shadows for over 20 years. Other than the Croft family, the world had long forgotten 
about Levi, who was once the fourth heir of the influential family. Levi did not expect 
himself to run into an acquaintance today. 

The moment he saw Jan, Levi understood. 

“I didn’t expect to meet you here, Miss Jane Fowler.” 

Jane raised an eyebrow. “You know of my existence?” 

“Since you’re here to pay my respects to God today, why don’t you come over for a chat 
after praying? I bought a small piece of land on this holy ground and made a wooden 
house for myself. It’s perfect for entertaining esteemed guests.” 

Levi’s *********state was not like what Hugh had described. According to Hugh, Levi had 
fallen into a deep depression ever since the death of his beloved wife, and he stopped 
getting involved in all worldly affairs. He even stopped caring about his biological son. 

Jane could tell that the Levi Croft who was standing before her and holding the boy’s 
hand was a completely different person. In Santio Church, Levi’s eyes were as calm as 
still water, and they were sparkling. 



This was not the appearance of a person who had completely given up. 

“I understand. Then, Mr. Croft, please lead the way for me.” 

“Please.” 

Levi brought Jane to the main hall. 

Jane knelt on the ground, closed her eyes, and respectfully prayed to God. 

She thought, “I should have come here to pray a long time ago. I don’t know if God 
really exists in this world, but I’ve been reborn with the tragic memories of my past life. 
This is an undeniable fact.” 

“Since the heavens have given me a chance to be reborn and change everything, I 
definitely won’t be a letdown. No matter what happens, I won’t change my mind. As for 
whether the outcome is good or bad, whether I did the right thing or not, I’ll leave it to 
the heavens to decide.” 

Jane felt more at peace after praying. 

She thought to herself, “Alright, I’ll leave it to fate. As long as I have a clear conscience 
and I know that I’m on the right. path, it’s good enough for me.” 

Other people’s judgment had nothing to do with her. As long as the people that she 
cared about still believed in her, it was good enough. 

After praying, Jane walked out of the church. Levi was waiting for her outside. 

“Where’s Troy?” 

“Just now, the photographer came over and took him away to take photos.” 

Jane glanced at the photographer who was not far away and said, “Mr. Croft, you 
should remind the parents of these 

children to take better care of them. If anything happens to them here, it would be 
terrible.” 

Levi glanced at Jane and said calmly, “Miss Fowler… It seems you’re not as cold as the 
rumors say.” 

“Mr. Croft, you’ve heard rumors about me. What kind of person do you think I am?” 

If it were anyone else, Jane wouldn’t care what they thought or how they viewed her. 



However, the person in front of her was Hugh’s father. 

Even if Hugh said this did not bother him anymore, Jane knew better as she came from 
a similar background. Hugh still cared a lot about his father. 

Even though Levi might have never given Hugh the fatherly love and warmth that he 
deserved. 

It was still inevitable that Jane and Levi would have to meet one day, as she now 
shared a relationship with him too. 

At the same time, Levi was very different from what Jane had imagined. 

He was nothing like what Hugh had described. 

Jane felt curious about Levi. 

“Only *********people will judge others casually. Comparatively, wise people will only live 
their own lives and admire the strengths of others.” 

Levi suddenly said such wise words. 

Jane was slightly stunned. 

She thought to herself, “Why does Levi Croft seem so different from what I heard? His 
words are so wise and profound.” 

“Do you know why I haven’t fully devoted myself to a religious life? It’s because the 
priest told me that my mortal ties are still intact, and he refused to accept me as an 
apprentice. Without a choice, I can only come here shamelessly every day and hope 
that he changes his mind.” 

After saying that, Levi walked towards his small wooden house. 

Jane followed him obediently. 

After years of adding bricks and tiles to the construction, the small wooden house was 
starting to take shape. 

When Jane entered the house, she could smell the fragrance of flowers. 

She spotted a few pots that Levi had placed beside the window. 

As she looked out of the window, she saw the vast expanse of the mountain, the blue 
sky, the fluffy*********, and birds flying freely. 



There was a teapot beside a stove that was used to boil water. There were also a few 
paintings hanging on the wall. There was a curtain, a small bed, and some antique 
decorations. If Jane did not know any better, she would have believed that this was the 
residence of a person who chose to live in seclusion. 

“Have a seat. I’ll boil some water. The spring water around Santio Church is very 
sweet.” 

Levi filled the kettle with water and put it on the stove. Soon, the water was boiling. His 
fingers moved deftly, and soon, a hot cup of tea appeared before Jane. 

Jane picked up her cup of tea and took a deep breath. “It’s Hibiscus tea.” 

Levi’s eyes lit up. “You can tell just from the smell? Miss Fowler, are you very 
knowledgeable about tea?” “Hibiscus tea is rich in antioxidants, and its fragrance is so 
refreshing. The taste is mellow and sweel.” Jane pointed at the other tea box on the 
table. She opened it and grabbed a small handful of its contents. 

“I see, this is jasmine tea. Jasmine tea is known to have a calming effect, and it 
performs wonders in boosting one’s immune system and digestion. It is also high in 
antioxidant.” 

“Good jasmine tea is not easy to find. But for you, who was born into the Croft family, it 
must not be a rare sight.” 

“That’s all in the past… It doesn’t matter anymore. But I can never deny the fact that I 
still have the Croft’s family blood running through my veins. I was once the fourth heir of 
the family, and I am my father’s son. That much, I can never deny. You’re right to say 
that about me.” 

Levi took a sip of the Hibiscus tea and tasted the fragrance. His lips curled into a bitter 
smile. 

“In the past, I didn’t like these things. Unfortunately, my wife, the love of my life, died in 
labor. She was Hugh’s mother. To avoid this inescapable sadness, I went everywhere 
and learned a lot about random things.” 

“Eventually, I accumulated enough knowledge. Even the priest of Santio Church likes 
my tea leaves and often comes to my place to drink tea. I. begged him a few times, but 
he still refused to accept me as an apprentice.” 

“After that, I got used to this kind of life. When I had nothing to do, I would go to Santio 
Church and watch the flowers bloom and wither. I would drink tea and chat with some 
close friends in the church. I would be far away from Croft family and the hustle and 
bustle of the mortal world. I would no longer have to think too much about the past. I felt 
relieved.” 



Jane pursed her lips and drank the tea in one gulp. She looked at Levi solemnly. “Mr. 
Croft, you are completely different from what I had heard about you from Hugh and the 
rest of the family. What happened?” 
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No Way Back Chapter 420-“If I have to guess what you heard about me, it’s that I never 
recovered from the death of my wife, and I completely gave up on my own life. You 
probably thought that I just sat around waiting for death, like a good-for-nothing.” 

“I’m afraid you won’t be able to hear any positive comments about me from Hugh. But I 
don’t blame him… I’m an incompetent father. I don’t have the ability to protect him at all. 
It’s only right that he *********me. Other than giving him life, I haven’t given him anything 
else. Only endless pain.” 

Levi laughed self-deprecatingly and glanced at Jane. 

“Miss Fowler, I’ve already heard about you and Hugh. I’m sincerely happy that Hugh 
was able to find a great girl like you. I can see the shadow of my wife in you.” 

“Mr. Croft, since you’ve already told me so much, it means that you don’t want to put on 
a fake mask in front of me at all. Can you tell me the truth? Hugh has always been in 
pain because of the cold father-son relationship between the two of you. Even though 
he didn’t say anything, I can tell how much he’s hurting!” 

Levi remained silent for some time. 

He did not seem to be in a hurry to answer Jane’s question. 

He merely filled her cup with tea again. 

Then, he drank one cup after another. 

*********with Jane’s intense curiosity, Levi finally put down his fifth cup and took the 
initiative to speak. 

“Miss Fowler, after I found out about your relationship with Hugh, I’ve always wanted to 
see you, but there was no suitable opportunity. To be able to bump into you at Santio 
Church today, perhaps it’s really fate. You’re right. In front of you, I’m completely 
different. I don’t intend to hide anything from you.” 

“Back then, Tabitha, also Hugh’s mother, died while giving birth to him. That day was 
the end of the world for me. My life collapsed with a bang and I fell into an endless 
sadness. I lost all my drive and all my confidence. I lost the courage to 

survive.” 



“When Tabitha first became pregnant with Hugh, we yearned for a beautiful and happy 
future. All of this became meaningless after her death. What was even worse at that 
time was that I had been too rash. In order to fight for the position of the head of the 
Croft family, I offended many people at D. Y. Group, including my brothers who had 
been spying on me in secret 

“I was like a tiger that had lost all of its teeth and fallen seriously ill. I had completely 
given up on myself. Even if I wasn’t somehow framed and kicked out of the Croft family, 
I would still have died in an accident. How could I possibly have protected Hugh when I 
was in that state? He would not have made it to adulthood.” 

Jane was surprised after hearing Levi’s words. 

She remained speechless for a long time. 

Then, she suddenly thought of something. “Mr. Croft, are you the reason why Hugh’s 
grandmother accepted him back then?” 

“I begged her to do it. My parents did not want to see their sons scheme against each 
other, but they both knew that if they did not choose the most suitable person to inherit 
D.Y. Group and become the head of the family, it would be the end of our bloodline. My 
brothers were not the only people eyeing the inheritance. There were many other 
unrelated people who had joined forces to steal what was ours.” 

“My parents have always been aloof to me and my brothers. They felt that whoever 
could survive the ********war was most qualified to become the leader of the family. I 
told my *********that I would give up the position of the Croft family’s successor and not 
fight with anyone. Of course, my brothers wouldn’t believe me, so I signed an 
agreement with my parents and handed Hugh over to them.” 

“Because I knew that only they could unlock Hugh’s potential. Hugh is different from me. 
He can’t live with his useless. father for the rest of his life. One of the terms of the 
agreement was that I voluntarily give up all my rights as Hugh’s father. No matter what 
my parents chose to do with Hugh, I could not interfere.” 

“If there were any violations, they would immediately kill Hugh as punishment.” 

Jane remained silent. 

She thought to herself, “Has Hugh always lived like this?” 

“It sounds so tiring.” 

The Croft family was, to a certain extent, even darker than the Fowler family. Their 
family was just filled with despair. There was no light to speak of. 



At the very least, all the Fowler family did to Jane was abuse her. Whereas for their 
seven sons and Madelyn, who was an 

adopted daughter, Jane’s parents did their best to protect them and give them the best 
in life. 

In the Fowler family, the Croft’s family wanton way of doing things would never be 
allowed. 

Jane did not doubt that Victor Croft would kill Hugh if he needed to. 

Jane had seen all kinds of dark things happen in influential families. 

The interests of the family and the future were above everything. 

For their family’s reputation, they could give up everything. 

Including the lives of their own descendants. 

Their descendants were nothing more than stepping stones. 

But it was different when Jane knew that this had happened to someone important in 
her life. 

She could not help but feel an intense heartache for Hugh. 

“Mr. Croft, since you can tell me these things, why didn’t you tell Hugh? If you were 
worried about Victor Croft attacking Hugh in the past, it’s not the case anymore. Now 
that Hugh is the head of the Croft family, you don’t have to be afraid anymore!” 

“If Hugh knew your good intentions, he would definitely be very happy!” 

“Miss Fowler… Hugh lived with my parents for such a long time. How old was Hugh 
then? Can you guarantee that they didn’t keep some sort of insurance for themselves? I 
know them too well. If I tell Hugh about this, his life will be in danger!” Levi sighed 
heavily. 

For so many years, he had watched Hugh gaze at him with anticipation. 

Levi’s heart had never ached more. 

He wanted to tell Hugh the truth more than anything else. 

But Hugh was Levi’s most beloved child. He would give up his life for Levi. 

Hugh was Levi’s own flesh and blood. 



As Hugh’s biological father, Levi had failed to fulfill his duty. He could not bear to see 
Hugh’s expectations turn into disappointment, or watch his son lose all hope. 

Levi could never tell Hugh about the truth. He did not have the courage to gamble on 
Hugh’s life just because he wanted his son’s forgiveness. 

“So… Miss Fowler, let me, a father who has failed in his duties, beg you. The reason 
why I told you everything is because you are the woman Hugh loves deeply. My son is 
passionate like me. This is also the thing I’m most proud of.” 

“Please, if you and Hugh really get to the point of being together forever, please treat 
him well. You’re the only one in his empty world now. If he loses you, I can’t even 
imagine what that kid will become… 

 


